
How can you improve your shot? 



How to become a great 

shooter 

1. Mechanics mastery 

Establish proper technique to set yourself up for efficient and rapid improvement  

2/. Getting reps 

Deepen muscle memory in increasingly challenging situations 

3. Layering  

Adding more complex skills and game situations 

4. Never be satisfied



Great shooters vs 

everyone else
Everyone else

Shows up & wings it whiteout a big picture 

strategy

Rushes though form & mechanics

Changes form frequently & dramatically 

Gets reps outside their range with poor form 

and ingrains bad habits

Never watch or chart their shots to improve 

their shot

Gets bored putting in the work and 

frustrated at their results

Great Shooters

Get into the gym with a clear plan to get 

better.

Focus intensely on form & mechanics.

Stays consistent with form to build muscle 

memory.

Only shoots within range to keep form as 

perfect as possible.

Study their shots using charting and film to 

improve and to look at details

Embrace the process with patience & focus 

on daily improvements



There is no perfect form

Steph Curry 
James Harden 

Klay Thompson 
Dirk Nowitzki 

Ray Allen 
Reggie Miller 

Larry Bird 
… 

All these players are world class shooters with different shooting techniques, but with the 
same basic principles.  

don’t worry about perfect form, only the same form. They shoot the same way every time 
they shoot. From the feet to follow through. 







Shot preparation

When off the ball ‘show hungry hands’ 

Feet.. Hands… Eyes and Mind are ready to shoot



What finger or fingers need to be in 

the middle of the ball and why? 



Proper grip
Index finger in the middle of the ball 

or  
Split between index & middle finger 

Guide hand on the side of the ball 



Where do you start your shot? 



 Shot pocket

 Quick gather to your shot pocket 

Bicep vertical to the floor 

Ball should be on your shotline



Shooting hand

Wrinkle the wrist (load the gun) 

Hand under the ball 



 Guide hand

Shoot through the guide hand 

Guide hand does NOT shoot the ball 

Guide hand in “Chop” position 



Balance

- Both feet under the shoulders pointed to the rim or slightly to the side 

- Back straight 

- Jump slightly forward, but stay in your tracks 



-Larry Bird

“The key to being a great shooter is balance. 

Everything follows balance”



Ball moves first

Bring ball above shooting eye with knees still bent  

The ball doesn’t stop moving 



Eyes on the target

Aim Big = Miss Big 
Aim Small = Miss Small



Arc



Brad’s or swish 
=Back Rim And Down 



Release
 Release just before the top of your jump 

 Ball comes off index en middle finger 

 Time hands & feet together (vertical wave) 

Release high & soft 



Follow through

 Freeze your follow through 

Elbow should be above eyebrow 

Bring index finger and thumb together 



Shot motion

1. Start the ball in your shot pocket (on shotline)) 

2. Ball moves up your shotline to your setpoint (shot path)) 

3. Bring the ball above your shooting eye and start extending the body (Energy transfer) 

4. release the ball just before the top of your jump  

Use the vertical wave generated by your legs and& body before the release





-Kobe Bryant 

“It’s not about the numbers of hours you practice, it’s 

about the number of hours your mind is present during 

the practice”



Repetition, repetition, 

repetition 
Great shooters separate themselves from the rest by spending thousands of 

hours shooting focused in the gym 

Elite shooters == 1500 shots made per week 

Great shooters == 1000 shots made per week 

Poor shooters == 500 shots made per week 

Go to the gym to make shots,. Not take shots



Schedule time for shooting 

practice 

- You can’t rely on team practices for shooting. 

 90%% of becoming a great shooter occurs outside of team practices 

- Don’t be on time, be early 

    Be the last one to leave the gym



A Good shot vs a bad shot 

good shot 

A shot that you practice and consistently made in workouts 

bad shot 

A shot you haven’t practiced or that you can’t constantly make when you do 

practice 



ROB shots 

Range 

Open  

Balance 



Shots to work on during 

each workout

Create a shooting workout or find a routine

1. Form &and rhythm shooting 

2. finishes around the rim 

3. Free throws 

4. Spot up jumpers 

5. Shots Off the dribble 

6. Shots off game like cuts 

7. Shooting challenges or games 

8. Contested shooting 



Count your makes and misses  

Why?? 

  

1. You cannot improve what you don’t measure 

2. It makes every single shot important 

3. You can set shooting goals and commitments 

4. You will see improvements 

5. You will find out your weak and strong shooting areas



Analyze your shots 

-Great shooters miss front or back,  

poor shooters miss left or right. 

- Evaluate the placement of both hands after your shot 



Long distance shooting

Extand your range while maintaining the exact same form 

3 ways::  

1. Let long distance shooting come naturally 

2. Always be in rhythm  

3. Make sure you have efficient energy transfer 



Questions ?



Confidence  
=The assurance that comes from successful repetitions 



Mental training 

Successful thoughts 

Procede 

Succesful shooting 

As a man thinks in his hart, so he is 

Think nothing but SWISH!



Visualization

You need to visualize everything out of your eyes 

  

Feeling the basketball 

 Seeing the goal 

 Hearing the noise



Free throws

These following steps are important to follow: 

1. Preparation : Get lined up, Get hand dry,, make sure communication with 

coach is finished. 

2. Relaxation: Take a deep breath, Do whatever relaxation technique that 

works for you. 

3. Visualization: Shoot the free throw in your mind. 

4. Routine: Find a comfortable routine and use it consistently. 

5. Concentration: Find a concentration technique that works for you and use 

it. 

6. Positive thinking: You must approach the shot as another point, not a 

potential miss.


